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There has heen much interest in the preparation and characterization of hypercoordinated and 

hypervalent silicon compounds over the last two decades. 2.3 The experimentally derived structural and 

electronic features of these compounds, compared with contemporary theoretical models, further clarify the 

nature of hypervalency and hypervalent bonding. Recently we have synthesized new silicon compounds with 

a potentially pentacoordinated central silicon atom. The synthetic sequence outlined in Scheme 1, utilizes a 

hitherto unreported tridentate ligand 3.4 

3 l:R1=Rz=CHs 

2:R, =CH3 

R2=vhyl 

Scheme 1 

The properties of compounds 1 and 2 agree consistently with an ionic nature for the final products. 

These compounds am soluble in water and other polar protic solvents and insoluble in nonpolar solvents. 

Their melting points of 246’C (1) and 198°C (2) are substantially higher compared to structurally similar 

aryldialkylmonochlorosilanes. They are unusually stable in air and do not solvolyxe. Two different ionic 

structures can be assigned to the final products. One structure is symmetric with both nitrogen atoms 

simultaneously bonded to the central silicon atom. This structure featums a pentacoordinated silicon atom and 
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is a siliconium ion (Structute 1A in Scheme 2). Such a structure has been assigned to similar compounds 

recently synthesized by Corriu and coworkers. 1 Alternatively, the compound can exist as an equilibrium 
mixture of two equivalent asymmetrical structure containing a tetracoo~~G~ate silicon atom (Structures 1B in 

Scheme 2). 

1A 

1B 

Scheme 2 

1B 

IH and 1% NMR spectra of 1 were obtained in three different solvents: methanol-&, chloroform-d and 

acetonitrile-&. The 1H spectnun of 1 at mm temperature in methanoL& is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. 1H NMR spectrum of compound 1 in methanol-& at room tempemture 

At room temperature the peaks for the methyl and methylene groups adjacent to nitrogen are broadened, 

presumptive evidence for an identity exchange process at the silicon center. As the temperatwe is decreased, 
each of these peaks is split into hvo resonances of equal intensity. The coalesceace temperature Tc = 265 K 

and the methyl and methykne peaks are separated by Av = 200 Hz. Upon further cooling the average singlet 

signal for the aromatic protons is also split and generates two singlets of equal intensity. The 1H spectrum of 

1 at 180 K is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. IH NMR spectnun of compound 1 in methanol-& at 180 K 

The observed pattern at 180 K is indicative of the asymmetrical structure for 1. Consistent results were 

obtained from the t3C measurements. At room temperatme in the decoupled spectrum, one singlet is observed 

for the N-CH3 group, one singlet for the N-CH2 group and four signals in the aromatic region. At 180 K the= 

are two sets of singlets for both the methyl and methylene groups connected to nitrogen and the aromatic 

region contains six well distingu*ed signals (Figure 3). 
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Figure3. t~NMRspechumofcompound1inmethanol-&at180K 

Similar behavior of 1 was observed in the other two solvents. The coalescence temperature of the N- 
methyl signals in chloroform-d is Tc = 220 K with a separation AV = 134 Hz. A substantial broadening of the 

N-methyl and N-methylene peaks was also observed in acetonitrile-d3 but the coalesceuce temperature is 

below the freezing point of the solvent_ 
The 29Si NMR spectrum of 1 in methanol-& shows a singlet peak at 6 = 6.57 ppm (Downfield from 

TMS, 6 = 0 ppm). 
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Figure 4. Energy surface for interconversion of tautomers of 1. 

The two equivalent structures with tetracoordinated silicon (1B) are! involved in a process of rapid 

interconversion which averages the NMR signala at room temperatute. The actual pentacoordinated structure 

(1A) would then be located at the transition state (Figure 4). Kinetic parameters. estimated on the basis of the 

NMR measurementss, are collected in Table 1. 

Table I. Kinetic Parameters for Compound 1 in Different Solvenl~. 

Solvent Ir, 
[ill &Zl 

methanol 265 679 50.3 
_________~__________~~~~~~~~ 

CllloKlf~ 220 484 42.1 

In summary, our characterization of compound 1 clearly demonstrates the purported “siliconium ion” 

structure involving pentacoordinated silicon atom is not viable. The structure of compound 1 is reconciled 

using the double potential well shown in Figure 4. We anticipate that this will be the general case for 

compounds of this generic type. 
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